
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
Personal Clothing Style 

 
Curriculum to Use: Fashion Magic Project Series 
 
Background Information for the Presenter:  
The Fashion Magic Clothing Selection Project series are designed for 
teen male and female 4-H’ers. The first option in the series is designed 
to help youth get to know themselves and their wardrobe better. 
Clothing is said to be an extension of the self; that is, we tell people 
about who we are and what we like be the clothing we wear. It is 
important, then, to select clothing that reflects our real self and 
communicate a good impression. When you learn what type of 
clothing is best for you, you can make better wardrobe selections. 
Feeling good about your clothing increases one’s self-esteem.  
 
Introduction: Share with participants. 
Think for a moment about someone you recently met for the first time. 
What was your first impression? It is very possible that as much as 80 
percent of the impression is based on their appearance including their 
clothing. When combined with facial expressions and behavior, 
clothing becomes a critical and influential tool of self-expression. 
Clothing can and does express who you are and how you feel about 
yourself. 
Understanding your physical body (shape, size, personal coloring), 
lifestyle and personality can help you build a wardrobe that is truly 
successful. When you learn how to make clothing work for you and 
use it as a means of expressing who and what you are, then you have 
developed your own personal style. 
Image consultants typically divide fashion personalities into four 
categories: Classic, Dramatic, Natural, and Romantic. The Fashion 
Magic series includes a fifth category, Athletic/sporty for guys and 
Youthful/delicate for girls. This session will concentrate on 
determining which category your fashion personality most closely 
resembles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Looking Good, Feeling Great 
A Teen’s Guide to Body Image, Personal Style, and 
Positive Self Esteem 

Objective: 
• Become more aware of 

the importance of clothing 
to personal style and 
begin to develop your 
own personal style 
according to your body 
type, facial features, 
interests, and activities.  

 
Grade Level: Middle and 
High School 
 
Approx. teaching time:  
45 minutes 
 
Supplies Needed: 
• Fashion Magic Wardrobe 

Planning workbook for 
each 4-H’er 

• Pencils 
• Celebrity news magazines 

(People, Us, etc) 
 
Advance Preparation: 
 
Notes: 
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Activity A:  
Distribute magazines to participants. Look through the magazines for photographs of current teen idols. 
Observe their body types: facial features, hair styles, clothing, and what you may know about their 
behavior. Using the charts on pages 14-17 in the Wardrobe Planning Project book, try to categorize each 
according to their fashion personality type. Current celebrities include: Guys – Ian Somerhalder (dramatic), 
Taylor Lautner (athletic), Josh Hutcherson and Justin Bieber (natural), Ed Sheeran (romantic), Dylan 
O’Brien (classic); Girls – Miley Cyrus and Selena Gomez (dramatic), Jennifer Anniston and Gabby 
Douglas (natural/sporty), Emma Watson and Taylor Swift (youthful/delicate), Jennifer Lawrence 
(romantic), Kate Middleton and Anne Hathaway (classic) 
 
Activity B: Complete Section 2 “Personal Style” on page 24 in the Wardrobe Planning project book. 
You may find that you fit into more that one category. Keep in mind that you may still be developing a 
personal style. As you mature you may find yourself aligned with a specific category. 
 
Activity C: Clothes are selected, in part, to assist you with the type of life you lead. They should be 
functional for your activities as well as an attractive covering for your body. Complete the Lifestyle 
Analysis chart on page 25 of the Wardrobe Planning Project book.  
 
 
Talk It Over: To complete the experiential learning model, discuss these or similar questions with 
participants. 
[http://florida4h.org/clubs/files/101.10_Using_Experiential_Learning_Model.pdf ] 
 
Share:  

• What is your fashion personality?  
• What activities do you participate in that require specific clothing? 

 
Process:  

• What messages do your clothing choices send to others? 
• What message do you want your clothing to send to others? 
 

 
Generalize:  

• Do you feel more confident about selecting clothing that fits your body and personality? 
 
Apply:  Do you feel good about what your clothes say about you? Your personal appearance 
communicates a great deal about whom and what you are. Although clothing is only one of several factors 
which make up your personal appearance, it can say more about you than all the other factors put together. 
When you look good, you feel good about yourself; that’s what being successful is all about. 
 
Extended Learning: Ways to extend learning beyond this lesson. 
Encourage participants to complete their wardrobe inventory and their “Clothing Plan of Action” (page 
29).  To complete the Wardrobe Planning Project, each participant needs to plan and purchase a clothing 
item that fits their needs based on what they have learned about their body type, personal coloring, and 
personality.  
 

http://florida4h.org/clubs/files/101.10_Using_Experiential_Learning_Model.pdf
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Presenter Tip: Depending on your group, you may not have time to do all listed activities, choose 
the activities that are most appropriate for your group. 
 
Reporting Your Success: As a result of this lesson, youth were able to identify their personal 
clothing style. 
 
Additional Resources:  
Heaton, Linda M. Wardrobe Strategies:  Shopping Savvy  http://www2.ca.uky.edu/hes/fcs/factshts/CT-
LMH.128.PDF 
 
Heaton, Linda M. The Wildcat Way to Wellness – Looking Great Feeling Good 
http://www2.ca.uky.edu/agc/pubs/fcs2/fcs2841/fcs2841.pdf  
 
Smith, Patti Rae. Building a Basic Wardrobe by Clusters 
http://www2.ca.uky.edu/agc/pubs/FCS2/FCS2820/FCS2820.pdf 
 
 
Sources:  
 
Heaton, Linda M. (2002) Teaching Guide for Clothing: A Style of My Own 
 
Dedic, Bette Jo. Fashion Magic  Wardrobe Planning 4-H Clothing Selection Project 
http://www2.ca.uky.edu/agc/pubs/4jd/4jd10pa/4jd10pa.pdf 
 
 
Cotterill, Debra. Wardrobe Building – Developing a Personal Style, 
http://www2.ca.uky.edu/hes/fcs/factshts/CT-AP-136.pdf    
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